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Occupy COMO takes cue from Wall Street
protests
By Shaina Cavazos
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Here's a quick guide to Occupy COMO and how residents are reacting.

COLUMBIA — Occupy movements are creating a stir in Columbia and across the country. Here's what

you should know about Occupy COMO in the form of tweets, blog posts and the latest news.

 

Storified by Columbia Missourian, 52 minutes ago

A gathering of explanations, reactions and opinions regarding the recent Occupy
COMO and Occupy Wall Street movements.

Occupy COMO

0 Like0 Embed story

thenation.com
Occupy Wall Street: FAQ | The Nation

How it came about, what it means, how it works and
everything else you need to know about Occupy Wall
Street.

Tony Brazier St. Louis (KSDK) - Members of a group known as Occupy
St. Louis say they are joining others in the country in a movement
against corporate greed and economic inequality. Monday, Occupy St.
Louis members set-up camp in Kiener Plaza. Dozens of people turned
out. They also targeted the Federal Reserv...

October 4, 2011 at 11:03

Tony Brazier
www.ksdk.com

washingtonpost.com
A tipping point for Occupy Wall Street

Some of the people camped out Zucotti Park for the
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Occupy Wall Street protest want to End the Fed. Others want to tax Wall
Street. One woman assured me that "very few" of the top one percent live
in New York, or even in the United States.

cnn.com
Unions endorse, will join Occupy Wall Street protests - CNN.com

6 hours ago ... As the Occupy Wall Street protestors reach the middle of
the two-week mark, social media sites like Twitter seem to be spurring
similar protests ...

online.wsj.com
Wall Street Protest Digs In, Spreads

As anti-Wall Street protests spread from New York to
other U.S. cities, the activists beginning their third
week inside a Lower Manhattan park urged
participants to dress up as "corporate zombies" on
Monday.

The Columbia branch of the movement, Occupy COMO, is on day 9 of its protest.

columbiamissourian.com

Occupy CoMo supports Wall Street protest -
Columbia Missourian

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 | 9:01 p.m. CDT;
updated 10:58 p.m. CDT, Tuesday, September 27,
2011 BY Missourian Staff and the Associated Press
A group of protesters stood in front of Columbia City
Hall Tuesday evening. The group has named itself
"Occupy CoMo," an offshoot of the "Occupy Wall
Street" protest in New York.

ColumbiaMOBuzz
October 4, 2011 at 15:11

Occupy Como protest follows national movement: For more
than a week, anyone passing by Columbia’s City Hall
might... http://t.co/pZALEM88

OccupyCOMO
October 2, 2011 at 16:07

come and join your revolution at columbia mo city hall 701
e broadway 24/7 we have hugs for you #OccupyCOMO
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OccupyCOMO
October 3, 2011 at 13:59

to put your #OccupyCOMO revolution in perspective. we
have 850 followers, Los Angeles which is way larger only
has 1,024

Who's involved, and what's their perspective? Some Columbia and national participants and
supporters weigh in:

occupywallst.org
Occupy Wall Street | NYC Protest for American Revolution

News and resources for protesters attending the mass demonstration on
Wall Street against financial greed and corruption.

thezenhaitian
October 1, 2011 at 21:54

@OccupyCOMO People above profit, peace and freedom for
all.

AnnaDuffLMT
October 5, 2011 at 13:03

Wall Street: #YouKnowBetter than to choose profit over
people!!! #occupywallstreet #occupyLA #occupyCOMO
#occupyUSA #occupyEarth

jeranther
October 4, 2011 at 8:09

#OccupyCOMO back in full force this morning. Have to be
proud that people are standing up for their rights. Any Q's,
need directions? HMB

JeffReedMO
October 5, 2011 at 10:06

Tomorrow, I will @OccupyCOMO. I am unemployed, I am
scared, better yet, I am inspired & ready to take a stand.
#OccupyWallSt #OccupyMainSt

coolsTORIbro
October 5, 2011 at 15:22

Experiencing something new and taking a stance on the
corporate world. #OccupyCoMo #OccupyWallStreet
http://t.co/WEgbwL3y

And not everyone is a supporter.
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effigies
September 29, 2011 at 22:13

@OccupyTogether I find these Occupy* movements
interesting, but I can't figure out what the goals are. Just to
register dissatisfaction?

Crescenzo
October 5, 2011 at 15:47

Can't we put the Occupy Wall Street people in a hotel with
the Tea Party people and let them beat each other to death?

Codebro
October 1, 2011 at 22:41

What the eff is #occupycomo ?

craigarnzen
October 5, 2011 at 15:10

I just went and messed with the #OccupyCoMo people, why
is it that so few people know what it means to have a civil
conversation?

effigies
September 29, 2011 at 8:53

@OccupyCOMO My impression is there's not much in the
way of big business, banking or government to protest in
Columbia. Am I wrong?
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